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SUMMARY

A full-scale investigation has been conducted to de-
ternine the effect of various factors on the shimmy of
castering wheels. The factors considered were the geom-
etric arrangement, the tire types, the variations of
load, the spindle noment of inertia, and the tire infla-
tion. A comparison of the results of the present inves-
tigation with those calculated-from existing theory was
made . The constants needed in the calculations to” deter- ‘
mine the damping required for a castering wheel were meae-
nrod.

The results indicate that solid friction aPP~ars to
be impracticable as the sole danping agent for castering
nose wheels on large airplanes. .Also it was concluded
that the existing theory ie adequate for calculating the
dauping required t~ prevent shimmy. The castor angle and
the spindle monent of inertia wore found to influence ~he
solid friction required to prevent shinny. The effect of
variations in the type and the pressure of the tire” was
irisignificant. . .

INTRODUCTION

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
“conducted a full-scale investigation of the shimny (spindle
oscillations due to dyne.mic instability) of castering
wheels. In addition to the determination of the effect
of the physical properties of a castering wheel on the
tendency to shimny, datq were obtaided by which the appli-
cability of ,a previous theoretical investigation (refer-
ence 1) could be examined.

The investigation included the following factors that
must be considered in the design of a castering-wheel sys-
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ten: the geonetry of the. caster syst”en”(caster angle,
fork offset, and caster length) ; the load; the spindle
nonent of inertia, the wheel rtonent of inertia; and the
tire inflation. These variableswer”e examined on the
basis of their effect on the tendency to shimny while
the testwheel was toti.edover a uniforu bump. This test-
ing does not contribute data amenable to an analysis
leading to quantitative design inf~tion that would be
applicable to all sizes and types ~f castering-wheel eys-
tens; it is believed, however, that a qualitative analysis
is valid and is useful for systems where solid friction
is used.

—

●
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Certain tire constants: described in reference 1 have
%een evaluated to allow a comparison between the test
values and the theoretical values of solid friction re-
quired to prevent shimny.
..”

APPARATUS

b

Shinny Equipnent

The castering wheels and tires were mounted on a
cart, which was drawn by a tow car. The characteristics
of the five tires t-estcd fare shown in table 1, The tow
car used was a standard make of autonobilo c“apable of
rapid acceleration up to 50 niles per hour in second geas.
The ass~rlbled apparhtus is shown in figure 1.

Tho design of the tow cart provi.led for- =e.vdral im-
?osed test requirements; nanely, the v~.riatioti “of load,
tho adjustment of the caster angle and the fork offset,
the application and” the measurement of solid friction,
and tho interchangeability” of. tir”e”s. The cart was at-
tnched by two bolts to tho tow-car franc in a manner that
allowed the cart to bounce but restricted the sidewise
notion of the cart to the .movemb’nt of the car or the car
springs. The load was varied b~~ changing the riumber of
sand bags in the weight conpartaents providodin the cart.
A frame was attached to the cart proper .by neans of two
pivots and an adjusting screw thi%t prov.idod adjustment of /-

the caster angle. The vari:~tion of the fork offset was
obtained by an .adjustncnt’ of the fork angle. (S00 fig. 2.)
The upper end of the spindle was attached by a removable

>*

pin to a brake drum, which in turn was encircled by s,
spring-loaded brake bnnd providing,adjust-able solid” frio-=

,-
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tion. Figure 3. shows the upper assembly of the spindle
and the brake drum,

The bump used was made of half-round pine with a 3-
inch base, 24 inches long, and had a plate attached to
the center so that the bump could be secure to the street.
.The axis of the bump made an angle of 45° with the path
of the towed wheel.

.“-- .-

Hanmond Y-1 Airplane

The airplane used for these tests was a Hammon Y-l$
low-wing, two-place, pusher monoplane with a tricycle
landing gear. The grGse weight of the airylane was 2,200
pounds . The caster angle of the nose wheel was 20° With
no fork offset. The bump previously described was also
used for these tests.

Equipment for Determination of Tire Constants

In order to detcrnine three of the tire constants,
the spindle frame from the tow cart and the wheels were
attached to the N.A.C.A. tank towing carriage (reference
2) as shown in figure 4. Satisfactory control of the
weight on the tires was provided by this arrangement, but
the inalility of the carriage to maintain a slow, uniforn
velocity made it difficult to get an accurate determina-
tion of the quantities used to evaluate the tire constants.
The data used to calculate the fourth constant were olJ-
tained with the tire rgsting on a wire-supported platforn
as shown in figuro 5. This arrangerrent provided a means
of neasuring the side deflection of the tire for a known
side force. The deflections were measured with a dial
indicator mounted on the platforn.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

The testing progran, which was intended to determirie
the effect of variables not covered by the theory as well
as to test theoretical results, was.divided into three
phases: the full-scale shimmy tests ori the tow cart to
evaluate the significance of various test variables; the
full-scale shimny investigation of the Hamnond Y-1 air-
plane with tricycle landing gear; and the determination
of tire constants.
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Full-Scale Shimmy Tests’ with Tow Cart * .

Prior to actual shimmy tests, it was necessarY to
determine the tire rolling radius under conditions of de-
sign pressure and maximum allowable static load. This
rolling radius was maintained. as nearly constant -as Pos-
sible in each series of tests except during the d*rmin-
ations of the effect of underinflation or overinflation.
The testing procedure consisted in first adjusting the
caster angle, the fork offset, the load, the rolling ra-
LIiUS, and the applied solid friction to preselected val-.
ues. The car with the tow cart was then driven at a con-
stant speed along a concrete road so thmt tho wheel struck
the bump. If no shimmy occurred, the speed for the suc-
ceeding run was increased approximately 5 miles per hour
until a speed of- about 50 miles per hour was reached.
#hen shimmy occurred, the’ friction was increased, deter-
mined, and the run was repeated. In this way, the fric-
tion required to prevent shimmy at 50 miles per hour for
each of the test conditions was established. Theso ob-
served values of friction wero corrected by adding the
amount of friction torque in the spindle bearings at vari-
ous values of load and under different geometric condi-
tions,

.

,

I
I

The Cart structure limited the range of caster an-
gles for most of the tests to between 10° and -15°. Tho
values otif%rk offset used were 1, 1.9s and 2;8 inches.
The loads used were 4.80 and 640 pounds. When shimmy oc-
curred with larger loads, structural failure usually rci-
Sultod.

!l!hovariations i.n spindle moment of inertia and wheel
noment of inertia were obtained by the addition of lead
weight to the part in question.

Full-Scale Shimmy Tests with ?IKnmond Y-1 Airplane

Tests were made with the IlnmmonflY-1 airplane to de-
termine tho solid friction required to prevent shimny of
the nose wheel when the airplane was taxied’ on a concrete
runway over the bump used in the shimmy “tests. The speed s

and the load ‘were varied, the loc.d variation being accom-
plished by a change--in the elevator deflection. The noso- ‘
wheel 10CUI was, neasured by photographically recording tho

●S

amount of compression of the nos~liael oleo strut. The
solid friction was varieil by inserting or removing shims

..
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of various size in a clamping block on the oleo strut.
The anount of friction was determined by lifting the ‘“.
wheel clear of the grouriiion a sling an~ determining the
torque necessary to turn the spindle.

The amount of friction that was employed may he de-
scribed as follows: (1) Steering was extremely difficult;
(2) steering was possible but stiff; (3) steering was
reasonably free.

Determination of Tire Constants

In order to conpere the experimentally determined
values of friction with those predicted on the basis of
existing theory, the constants described in reference 1
were determined for three tires. The difficulties en-
countered in these measurements made it inadvisable to
conduct tests of the other two types of tire.

.

The deter~ination of E~, the lateral force exerted
by the tire per foot deflection, required the application
of a side fortie 1? to the bottom of the tire and the
measurement of the lateral deflection of the tire A pro-
duced with respect to the plane of the wheel. The side
force was mensured with a spring balance> the wheel haying
been suspended on a sling and a platform as shown in fig-
ure 5. The deflection of the bottom of the tire with re-
spect to the plane of the whael was measured with a dial
indicator mounted on the platform. The values of 1? and
A wero measured at different loads, th6 rolling radius
being maintained constant, and resulted in

E~ = P/h lb/ft

The constants Kz, Cl, and C2 were determined
with the wheel attached to the tank towing carriage as
shown in figure 4.

Tho constant Kl was determined by the measurement
of the interval of kinenatic shinny S and substitution
in the equation

P..

Kz =
(2TT)2 ~t-2

* S2

This equation and the ones that follow were determined
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fron equations taken from reference 1. The determination
of s required observation of the wave l.ongth of an os-
cillation occurring when the spin-31e was ~fven an initial
rotation and the wheel was slowly rolle~ ahead.

The determination of the constant cl roquirod a
measurement of the torque T necessary to hold tho plane
of the wheel at a constant known angle g, the angle %e-
tween the plane of the wheel and the direction of motion,
while the wheel noved slowly ahead.

A basis for the calculation of Cl is given by the
equation

T = Cl Iw A

Since, for steady motion, 8 = - C2A by suhetituting for
A.

1

.

where Iw is the spindle noment of inertia.

In order to dcterni.ne c~, the wheel was moved for-
ward as slowly as possible and the bottom of the tire was
given an initial deflection. “The reduction of torque
(T. - T) was observed for a ~.easurod distance, s - so.

The anglo between the plane of the wheel and the direction
of notion was held at zero. The initial deflection with
the carriage in notion was obtained by rotating the spfnile
several degrees, causing the tire to run to one side, and
then quickly turning the spindle so that the wheel angle
was zero.

. —

Inasmuch as T = Cl IWA and To & Cl Iw ho, T/T. =

A/ho and, from reference 1, logeA/A3 = - c2(t3- so).

By substitution, an equation $hat provides a basis for the
measurement of Cz can: b= abtained

loge T/T. = ‘Ca(s - So)

1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Full-Scale Shinny Tests on TOW Cart

The tendency to shimny aa indicated by the solid
friction required to prevent shimmy for all the tires
tested, except the solld tire,* Is plotted against caster
angles in figures 6 and 7, Reference to these figures
shows that the tendency to shimny varies only a small
amount With the different tires and is insufficient to
influence,the selection of any particular type when solid
friction is enployed. The values of solid friction shown
should be considered only as nininum values applicable to
similar conditions. It should be noted that, whereas a
more severe bunp might be encountered, it would be un-
likely on concrete or on surfaces having an equally high
coefficient of friction. (See reference 3.) As discussed
later, the values .obtaiued with the tow cart when applied
to the Hammond Y-1 airplane were sufficient to prevent
shinny when hitting the half-round bump and other obsta-
cles ~ncountered on and cff tho runway. For the tires
tested, the tendency to shimmy was less at zero or small
negative caster an~les than at the larger positive angles$
which was also indicated from the development of the the-
ory in reference 1.

The results of the effect of spindle momont of iner-
tai Iw are plotted in figure 8. .“Tor these tests) the
spindle monent of Inertia was increased fron 0.08 slug-
feet2 to 0.10 sl-ig-feet2 during the tests of the 10w-
pressure tire.

The effect of load is shown in figures 9 and 10 and
indicates that the solid friction required to prevent
shimmy is directly proportional to the load. This result
is in agreement with the. theoretical prodictlons for solid
friction requirements. “

The variations in caster angle and- the value of zero
fork offset represented. in figure 10 wore chosen to repre-
sent conditions existing with the Hammond Y-1 airplane.
The tests were conducted with the tow cart and were
checked with the airplane. The results show that, with
large nose-wheel loads, the particular installation on
this airplane “required so nuch solid friction on the nose
wheel that steering is rendered very difficult.

*Owing to the large values of friction danping re~uired and
to the severity of shimnies and shocks encountered when the
solid tire was tested, no data pertinent to the present in-
vestigation were obtained with this type of wheel.
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R’igure 11 indicates that small changes in fork off- _.. “
set may %e made to give the desired caster length without
materially affocting=thm tendency 60 s“hirmy;” This result
may not hold true, however, un?.er conditions other than

.

those of the test and should not be given as a general
statement. ‘Also, in any nose-wheel design, tho possibil-
ity of negative caster length duo to bunps, nud, etc.,
must be kept in mine because the resulting instability
of the wheel nay readily cause a structural failure.

The effect of variation of the wheel moment af iner-
tia about the wheel axis was very small and the “variations
that did.occuk nay be attributed to the consequent increase
in spindle moment of inertia when nass was added to the
wheel.

The variations in tire-inflation pressure of +15
percent “resulted in changes in the solid friction required
that were too small to bc of intiwest. .

Inconsistencies in the results as indicated b~the
scatter of the points shown on the curves are probably due
to errars in determining the friction of the system and fn
variations of- reproduction of test conditions, particularly
as regurde the nannor in which the wheel struck the b~p,

.—

Shinr.y Tests with Harmon.i Y-1 Airplane.— — ——.._

In order to prevent shimmy ia the nose wheel of the “-””
Hamnond Y-1 airplane when it was taxied 0V(3r”fkLt3standard
bunp at approximately 50 niles psr hour and when tho naxi-
num load was applied by fully depressing the elevators,
it was pecessary to hate a solid friction of 250 pounii-
iuches. This solid friction allowed tho nose wheel to
be’ steered with difficulty at low speeds. Reducing the
solid friction to 1$?0 pound-inches nade steering easier
but also allowed a shiumy to occur at loads above 750
pounds. Solid friction of 300 pound-inches nade steering
of the nose wheel nearly impossible and nornal turns
could be accomplished only with excessive braking of the
rear wheels.

.- . . ,.. .._

The results u~tests made with tie tow cart are plot-
ted in fi~uro 10 and show that, for conditions used on the
Hnmnond.Y-l airplane with a nose-wheel loading of 750
pounds, solid friction of approximately 240 pound-i”nches
was roquirecl to prevent shirmy. Z%is value of solid fric-

..—
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tion is in agreement with the pr,ec.eding test and corre-
sponds to a solid friction value of l?max = 0-.05 rvW”.

It is imperative in-any system of solid fricti’ofi that
there be no free motion in the spindle systen. Any motions
not resieted by” the solid-friction forcos may allow an in-
cipient shimny to oocur that would otherwise be damped’.

Tire Constants

Where no tests are available, the theoretical values
for solid and viscous friction using the tire constants
a.ro the only known quantitative values available, The
values for the various tire constants neasured are given
in table I?, and values of z~ for various loads are
plotted in figure 12.

Substitution of these coristants in the equations de-
veloped for solid friction gives the following values for
solid friction required:

Airwheel . . . . . . Tmax = 0.06 ryW lb-ft

Low-pressure tire . . Tnax = 0.03 to 0.06 ry’W lb-ft

Streamline tire . . . Tmax = 0.02 rMW lb-ft

where r is the tire radius in feet.

On the basis of these values, the streamline tire re-
quires only one-third as much solid friction as the air-
wheel. The shimmy tests, however, do not confirm this con-
clusion; the disagreement may be due to errors in the meas-
ured tire constants or the bump may have been more effec-
tive when”the streamline tire was used, Considerable dif-
ficulty was encountered in determining c~I~ and Ca, as
is indicated by the range”of values fOr Tmax s 0.03 to
0.06 rwW pound-feet, for the low-pressure tire.

Several factors investigated in these tests are con-
sidered in the theoretical analysis for both solid fric-
tion and viscous damping. In the theoretical analysis,
the viscous damping was first developed and the solid-
friction requirements were evolved by making reasonable
assumptions. The solid friction required to prevent
shimmy having been found to be adequately determined by
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usinfl measured constants in the equations of eeference 1,
it is logical to assune that this m’e”thod‘provides equat-
ions adequate for calculating the viscous damping re-
q,uired.

Expressions f~r values of viscous damping,’ In which
the neasured. constants in the equations .devel~ped by
Kantrowitz (reference 1) have been substituted but in
which the constant EA is treated as a constant tines the
square of the radius, aro tabulated as follows:

.—

Airwheel. . . . . . fKnax = 16 r2 Iw
lb-ft

radians per sec

rLow-pressure tire . Kmax = 26 r2 I.w lb~ft

radiaas per sec

Streamline tire . . Kmax =.32 r2&
lb-ft

radians per sec

These values are given only to indicate the range
and the arder of damping that Eay be expected and should
not be considered aS desi~n values.

C13NCLUSIONS

1. The amount of solid friction required h- prevent
shimmy was so great that it appears to be impracticable
‘as the sole damping agent for castoring nose wheels on
la,rga airylanes. —.

2. The equat,ion previously developed was found to bo
adequate for the prediction of soli~.riction. A Vtl.lUO Of

Tnax of 0.06 rWW pound-feet (r is the tire radius In ft;

V, the coefficient of friction; and W, the loa& in lb)
should provide sufficient solid frictfion for light airplanes.

3. The solid friction required to prevent shinmy:

,

.

—(-

a) Decreased as the caster angle was moved from
positive angles toward the vertical.

*
(b)- IncreRsed as the sp~ndle monent of inortla was

increaeed. z
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(c) Renained practically the sane when the type
or the prassuro of the tire was changed.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., April 1, 1940.
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TABLE I

The Characteristics of the Xive Tires Tested

.

--

Tire

Airwheel (extra
low pressure)

Low pressure

High pressure

Streamline

solid

Size

(in.)

16 X ?-3

16 x 7-4
\

16x4

15.5

16x4

Over-all
diameter

(in.)

15.3

16.3

15.8

15.3

16.0

TABLE II

Rolling
radius

(in.)

5*75

5.75

7.1

6.1

8.0

!Iaximum
allowable
static
load
(lb)

1,100

750

750

1,200

1,200

12

Inflation
pressure

(lb/sq in.)

25 “

13

65

35

Values of Tire Constants of Zero Caster Length
.

EA Kl Cl Iw c=
Tire

Load

(lb/ft) (ft-2) (lb) (ft-l) (lb)

Airwheel 2,175 1.58 420 1.44 370

Low pressure 1,100 1.6 144 ● 49 225

Streamline 3,460 3.0 166 .51 320
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3’igure1.- Towcar with towcart attached. Castered wheel about
to strike bump.

Figure 3.- Upper assembly of spindle and brake drum.
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